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Abstract
Cultural historian Elliott Colla proposed in a recent paper that ancient borders, unlike their modern versions, are often
roughly hewn, both materially and conceptually. With this he not only refers to the artfully crafted and politically contested
nature of borders in antiquity but also cleverly highlights their geological grounding. For the Hittite imperial landscapes,
Colla’s statement has special resonance, for Hittite frontiers are often discussed with respect to the making of rock reliefs
and spring monuments that both commemorate the kingship ideology at politically contested border regions and appropriate
local sites of geological wonder and cultic significance such as caves, springs and sinkholes. Treaties are signed and border
disputes are settled at these liminal sites where divinities and ancestors of the underworld take part as witnesses. One such
monument is the mountain spring at Yalburt Yaylası that features a lengthy Hieroglyphic Luwian inscription put up by the
Hittite kings in the countryside. Excavated by Ankara Museum in 1970s, the Yalburt Monument near Konya is dated to the
time of Tudhaliya IV (1209-1237 BCE). Since 2010, the Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project has
investigated the landscapes surrounding the Yalburt monument. The preliminary results of the extensive and intensive
archaeological survey suggest that the region of Yalburt was a deeply contested frontier, where the Land of Hatti linked to
the politically powerful polities of western Anatolia. This paper will discuss the nature of a Hittite borderland with respect to
settlement programmes, monument construction and regional politics.
Özet
Kültür tarihçisi Elliott Colla, yakınlarda sunduğu bir bildirisinde, eskiçağda sınırların, modern versiyonlarının aksine,
sıklıkla hem fiziksel olarak hem de kavramsal olarak kabaca işlenmiş olduğunu söyler. Bununla kastettiği, sınırların bir
yandan el emeği göz nuru ile işlenmiş ve siyasi olarak çekişmeli doğası olduğunu söyler, bir yandan da bu olgunun jeolojik
temellerine işaret eder. Hitit emperyalist peyzajlarına baktığımızda, Elliot Colla’nın önerisi ayrı bir önem taşır, çünkü Hitit
sınırboyları sıklıkla kayalara oyulan ve su kaynaklarına inşa edilen anıtlar kapsamında tartışılmaktadır. Bu anıtlar bir yandan
siyasi çekişmelere sahne olan sınır bölgelerinde krallık ideolojisini dillendirerek kutlar, bir yandan da mağaralar, su
kaynakları ve düdenler gibi jeolojik açıdan mucizevi ve dini önemi olan yerel mahalleri kendine mâleder. Yeraltı dünyasının
tanrılarının ve kutsal ataların birer tanık olarak bulunduğu bu mahallerde, anlaşmalar imzalanır, sınır tartışmaları çözüme
bağlanırlardı. Bu anıtlardan bir tanesi de Yalburt Yaylası Kutsal Havuz Anıtı’dır ve Luvice Hiyerolgifle yazılmış uzunca bir
yazıt içerir. Bu yazıt Hitit İmparatorluğu’nun kırsal alana yerleştirdiği önemli bir anıt içinde yeralır. 1970’lerde Ankara
Anadolu Medeniyetleri Müzesi tarafından bir kurtarma kazısında ortaya çıkarılmış olan, Konya yakınlarındaki Yalburt Anıtı
4. Tudhaliya’nın zamanına tarihleniyor (M.Ö. 1237-1209). 2010 yılından beri Yalburt Yaylası ve Çevresi Arkeolojik Yüzey
Araştırma Projesi, Yalburt Anıtı’nın çevresindeki peyzajların tarihini araştırmaktadır. Yürütülen yaygın ve yoğun teknikli
arkeolojik yüzey taramalarının ilk sonuçlarına göre, Yalburt bölgesinin siyasi olarak rekabetin süregeldiği bir sınır bölgesi
olduğu ve Hatti Ülkesi’nin burada Batı Anadolu’nun siyasi olarak güçlü devletleri ile biraraya geldiği anlaşılmaktadır. Bu
yazı bu Hitit sınır bölgesini, yerleşim programları, anıt inşaatları, ve bölge siyaseti açısından incelemektedir.
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The horizon is an arc wherein a given landscape comes to
an end—and end of visibility, of presence, of availability.
A place per se has no horizon, only an enclosure or
perimeter. Only when places are concatenated in a
landscape is there anything like a horizon, which is the
undelimited limit, or better the boundary, for the
landscape as a whole. As a boundary, the horizon does not
merely close off the landscape; it opens it up for
further exploration, that is, for bodily ingression.
Edward Casey (2001: 417)
Introduction: Borderlands as a Constellation of Places
Frontiers and borderlands are complex geographies that
tend to house marginal and relatively fluid cultural
practices and particular political configurations that are
difficult to explain through the normative laws of the
imperial centre. In his work on Anatolian borderlands,
Keith Hopwood has shown how seminomadic pastoralists
of the Byzantine and Turkish communities in the
Beyşehir Lake basin during the medieval period
interacted and mingled by sharing lifestyles while “the
incursions of the armies of central governments were
unwelcome to the inhabitants” of the borderlands
(Hopwood 1993: 131). However historical studies on
borderlands rarely offer spatially informed perspectives
on the topographic configuration of borderland
landscapes and the kinds of spatial practices and material
interventions through which they are shaped, maintained,
and transformed (note however Oya Pancaroğlu’s (2005)
work on the association of sacred cave sites and
borderlands in medieval Anatolia.). This contribution to
Bordered Places and Bounded Times attempts to answer
this question from an archaeological perspective and
investigates the material shaping of a borderland zone in
south central Anatolia during the Bronze Age.
In a recent unpublished paper, Elliot Colla suggested
that in contrast to the modern border fences of the 20 th
and 21st century nation states, “pre-modern boundaries
and frontiers are often rough-hewn both materially and
conceptually.” He continues by suggesting that, “as
structures they gesture not so much to the site they
occupy, but to polities located elsewhere. As signs of the
periphery, they point to centres elsewhere; in themselves,
they mark distance more than proximity, absence more
than presence.” (Elliott Colla, “Response to Christopher
Witmore” Delivered at the workshop Drawing on Rocks
Gathering by the Water: Archaeological Fieldwork at
Rock Reliefs, Sacred Springs and Other Places, Brown
University Joukowsky Institute for Archaeology and the
Ancient World, March 1-2, 2008, see Harmanşah (ed)
2014). With this statement, Colla refers to the artfully
crafted, politically contested but also physically
ambiguous nature of borders in antiquity and cleverly
highlights their geological grounding. This geological
grounding of borderlands as real topographies where
spatial practices of the political nature materialize is
rarely explored, and it is my intention to contribute to
borderland/frontier studies through this perspective.
If we consider a borderland landscape as a cultural
artefact and a political reality on the ground, we engage
directly with one of the central concerns of contemporary

landscape archaeology, which is geared towards a
concrete understanding of archaeological or historical
landscapes as socio-spatial products and artefacts of
material practices such place-making, construction, and
movement (see e.g. Knapp, Ashmore 1999; Evans,
Pettigrew, Tamu, Turin 2009; Harmanşah 2013: 28-31
and various papers in Bowser and Zedeño 2009 and
Bender 1993. Notable in this sense is Tim Ingold’s notion
of taskscapes (Ingold 2000: 189ff)). The complexity of
borders and borderlands in the ancient world requires us
to see them as real landscapes in their ontological
groundedness. Although this might seem obvious when
stated as such, I contrast this rather straightforward
observation with our common conceptualization of premodern/ancient borders as imagined cartographic features
or dividing lines abstractly drawn. This notion derives
from a long history of mapmaking and scientific
cartography, which leads us to move seamlessly from the
lines on a map to actual borders and frontiers on the
ground. This paper attempts to reimagine borderland
landscapes as ambiguous and contested topographies
before the advent of scientific mapmaking, and prior to
their capturing in the representational clarity of modern
political maps.
In this paper, I argue that borderlands are a feature of
the physical landscape first and foremost along with being a
product of the political imagination, and I advocate for an
explicitly spatial reading of borderlands as vibrant,
contested, and fluid. Secondly, I suggest that borderlands
are best understood as a specific regional landscape that is
composed of a constellation of interconnected places where
political negotiation takes place through practices of public
spectacles and commemorative activities which involve the
construction and maintenance of monuments and sites of
memory (Nora 1989, 1996). Pierre Nora associates “sites of
memory” with the post-industrial world and its cultural
amnesia, as sites where an artificial recovery of collective
memory is attempted through the material manifestations in
the form of monument building and commemorative
ceremonies. He contrasts pre-modern environments of
memory where oral cultures are strong with the postindustrial world where our ability to collectively remember
is lost in the context of the modern nation states. Yet this
contrast has its problems: arguments have been made to
show that neither has modernity been able to take away all
those environments of memory nor has the fact that premodern contexts are devoid of creating politically charged,
artificially configured “sites of memory”. With “site of
memory” I refer to places of commemoration where
collectively shared pasts are negotiated through ceremonies,
spectacles, inscription, and monument-building.
Scholarly discussions of borderlands and frontiers
often focus on the “boundary situations” or borderland
processes (Parker 2006: 78), sharp material culture
differentiations at frontiers (Lightfoot, Martinez 1995:
471) or the political agents, military conflicts, and treaties
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settling on border definitions. Today’s widespread,
modernist understanding of borders relies heavily on the
cartographic representation of borders as linear geopolitical features in the landscape, a notion that derives
from the way modern nation states are imagined on the
ground. The notion of space as quantifiable as well as
dividable is frequently, albeit anachronistically, adopted in
the historical imagination of ancient states, which comes
with the expectation of sharp material culture variation on
either side of a given border. In the similarly popular coreperiphery models that are frequently used in the
borderland and frontier case studies, frontiers are imagined
as territories defined by a movement from a powerful and
innovative core to the passive and receiving periphery
(Lightfoot, Martinez 1995: 471-472).

(“Land of Hatti”) cannot be easily defined with respect to
its continuously shifting frontiers (Daddi 2009: xii). In the
second half of the paper, I will proceed to discuss a
geographically well-defined cluster of Late Bronze AgeEarly Iron Age monuments in a borderland region in
south-central Turkey (dated roughly between 1400-1000
BCE) (fig. 3.1). These are monuments at springs and
prominent rock outcrops, which are roughly carved into
the living rock with images and inscriptions, and therefore
are deeply embedded in the very special geology of
landscapes (on Anatolian rock monuments, see
Harmanşah 2014 and in press; Glatz, Plourde 2011; Ökse
2011; Ullmann 2010 and in press; Glatz 2009; Seeher
2009; Bonatz 2007; Ehringhaus 2005; Kohlmeyer 1983
(with bibliography)). I will argue that such “roughly
hewn” monuments are unfinished discourses written over
powerful places and this was how, in a way, frontier
landscapes were configured as borderlands. As
Christopher Tilley suggested in his work The Materiality
of Stone, places and landscapes “form potent mediums for
socialization and knowledge for to know a landscape is to
know who you are, how to go on and where you belong.”
(Tilley 2004: 25). This relationship between place,
belonging, and knowledge is always unfinished, as are the
rough hewn inscriptions of place, the meanings and

In contrast, I suggest that borderlands are complex
zones of interaction and hybridization, the continuity of
which depend on place-based events, monument building
activities, and state sponsored celebrations, while such
borderland zones tend to have a defining role in the
making of imperial cores. In such contexts they
materialize as unique cultural and built landscapes of
anxiety, contestation, and identity crisis. This proposal
works particularly well in the eclectic empire of the
Hittites, where the precise separation of its imperial core

Fig. 3.1. Konya Plain and Lakes Region at the time of the Hittite Empire and landscape monuments. (Map
by Ö. Harmanşah & M. Massa).
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political associations of which are spectral and fleeting
despite the claims of eternal preservation in the act of
carving the “untouched” rock.
The borderlands and frontiers literature in archaeology
is often impacted by the contemporary structure of modern
nation states. Such an understanding is often uncritically
projected back to the ancient world, resulting in a
predominant understanding of borders as linear and as
largely impermeable features of the landscape. As was
mentioned above, the spatial understanding of borderlands
largely depends on presumed core-periphery models of
territorial dynamics (for excellent, critical overviews of
archaeological and relevant anthropological theories of
frontiers and borderlands, see Parker 2006; Rodseth,
Parker 2005; Lightfoot, Martinez 1995, all with extensive
bibliographies). The modern notion of borders is a product
of Cartesian theories of space that divide up landscapes
without much respect to local configurations of
meaningful places and cultural relationships. The
boundary itself is a component of the modernist notion of
space, which is abstract, finite and quantifiable,
constituting space as a container, which is disassociated
from its contents, as Henri Lefebvre has argued (Lefebvre
1991: 170 and 181). The immediate relationship between
bodies that constitute space and the space itself is denied.
Modern nation states have not only implemented this postEnlightenment understanding of spatiality through its
violent demarcation of territories and the creation of
subjects of the state as “contents” of those razor-wire
demarcated territories, but also ingrained this way of
understanding the world as a world of containers such that
other forms of spatiality have become inconceivable,
illustrated well by the academic desire to map the political
boundaries of ancient states. Boundaries are both real
spaces and representational spaces at the same time in
Lefebvre’s terms. They are places of friction and
negotiation as real geographies of social encounter and
political contestation (borderlands as real spaces) and as
imagined lines that are fabricated by ideological
discourses of territorial division on the utopian fashion of
mapmaking by sovereign powers (borders as
representational spaces).
In recent years, I have met a transnational Arab family
operating a falafel shop in the city of Providence. From
our conversations, I learned that when the modern border
between Turkey and Syria was set, their extended family’s
land was split, with half the family remaining in Syria, the
other half in Turkey. The family members still have to
cross the militarized border for ceremonies and
celebrations such as weddings and funerals. The modernist
notion of a nation state border is imposed in the form of a
violent intervention of a straight line drawn and
engineered on abstract maps. The inked line on the map

materializes as a linear strip of mined fields, a complex of
barbed wire fences, and military watch towers as well as
split and traumatized families. The borderland zone where
this Arab family lived however, i.e. the transition zone
from North Syrian basalt and limestone hills to the
Southeast Turkey’s arid steppe landscapes around the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers, has historically been a zone of
shifting cultural identities and the co-habitation of
different ethnic and religious groups, including Arab,
Kurdish, Syrian-Orthodox, Armenian, and other
communities. It is necessary therefore to seek a nuanced
notion of borders and borderlands that speaks to the
historically specific understandings of geographical space
in modernity and in antiquity, rather than reflecting one
model over another.

Hittite borderlands and rock monuments: a placebased approach
If ancient borderlands can be defined as contested geopolitical zones of interaction among different territorial or
colonial entities and as geographically meaningful regions
in the imagination of sovereign powers and local
communities (Parker 2006: 80), in what ways can they be
studied and mapped on the ground? What are their
physical manifestations as borderlands in archaeological
landscapes? In the following, I present the case of a cluster
of Anatolian rock monuments of the Late Bronze and
Early Iron Ages which date to the last two centuries of the
Hittite Empire (ca 1400-1200 BCE) and the aftermath of
its collapse when former Hittite territories were balkanized
into small regional states while claiming the ancestral
heritage of the Hittite Empire (for a detailed discussion of
this transition and the role of monuments and city building
practices, see Harmanşah 2013: 40-71). In these imperial
and post-imperial contexts, rock reliefs and spring
monuments are constructed at prominent springs, mouths
of caves or sinkholes, on steep rock walls of river gorges
or mountain passes - but each time presenting a special
eventful geology. These monuments commemorate the
kingship ideology at politically contested border regions
and appropriate local sites of geological wonder and cultic
significance such as caves, springs and sinkholes while
transforming them into state sanctioned sites of ritual
practice. In official inter-state treaty texts, we learn that
these monuments appear as sites of contestation in
borderlands and the borders are configured around such
monuments.
In the 1986 season and during the restoration work on
the wall near one of the monumental city gates known as
Yerkapı at the Hittite capital Hattuša/Boğazköy, the
German archaeological project discovered the so-called
“Bronze Tablet”, an impressive artefact with a well
preserved 353 line inscription of a treaty between the
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Hittite Great King Tudhaliya IV and Kurunta, the king of
Tarhuntašša (Bo 86/299 - CTH 106.A) (Hawkins 2002:
144; De Martino 1999; Bryce 1998: 295–299; Hawkins
1995: 49f.; Houwink Ten Cate 1992. On the excavation of
the Bronze Tablet, about 35 m. from Yerkapı, see Neve
1987: 405–408 and Abb. 21–22–23. The principal
standard edition of the Bronze Tablet (CTH 106.A) is
Otten 1988. For a more recent translation of the text, see
Beckman 1999: 108–124. The border description between
Tarhuntašša and Hatti was already known from the Ulmi
Tešub treaty (KBo IV 10), yet Bronze Tablet provided a
more comprehensive version from the time of Tudhaliya
IV in the second half of the 13th c. BCE). Ever since its
discovery, the publication of the text —and the secondary
literature produced about it— have informed us a great
deal about the historical geography of the Hittite Empire
and its borderlands, particularly to the south. The treaty
provides a thorough geographic description of the
definition of the border between the kingdom of
Tarhuntašša and “the Land of Hatti” (KUR URUHatti), i.e.
the core territories of the Hittite Empire. The Land of Hatti
was usually considered at the height of the Hittite Empire
a combination of the Upper Land, located in the bend of
Maraššanda River (classical Halys, modern Kızılırmak) in
north central Turkey, and the Lower Land in the environs
of the modern Konya Plain (Forlanini 2009; Gurney
2003). Tarhuntašša occupied the central Mediterranean
coastland and the mountainous landscape of the Central
Taurus range, and gradually became powerful in the last
two centuries of the Hittite Empire. In fact, Hittite King
Muwatalli II attempted to move the Hittite capital from
Hattuša to Tarhuntašša- an unknown urban center, a
massive imperial attempt to reorient the political
geography of the Hittite Empire, though eventually
unsuccessful (Singer 2006). Kurunta was a famous ruler of
Tarhuntašša, installed by the Hittite kings and he had
direct blood ties with the imperial family at Hattuša, being
the son of Muwatalli II. The borderland between Hatti and
Tarhuntašša is described in the Kurunta-Tudhaliya IV
treaty of the Bronze Tablet, and geographically identified
as the Hulaya River Land and the Land of Pedassa
(Hawkins 1995: 50). The Hulaya River Land is
confidently but perhaps not so conclusively associated
with the Çarşamba River basin that carries the fresh waters
of the Beyşehir and Suğla Lakes into the Konya Plain
(Hawkins 1995). This identification owes a great deal to
the recently discovered rock relief monument at Hatip
Springs right outside the modern town of Konya, in the
southwestern suburbs of the city known as Meram (Bahar
1996). At the western edge of the small neighbourhood of
Hatip, an impressive rock façade sharply rises with a
prolific spring emerging from several mouths in its
bottom. In 1994 Prof. Hasan Bahar of Selçuk University
located the faint relief images of feet with upturned toes

emerging from the very rough surface of the moss-covered
bedrock about 5 m. above the mouth of the spring. The
site was locally known as “the Prophet’s Feet” based on
these relief images (Bahar, Personal Communication).
When the whole image and its accompanying inscription
was cleaned and studied closely, it was understood that
this was a rock relief monument of Kurunta, king of
Tarhuntašša in the second half of 13th c. BCE (Dinçol,
Dinçol 1996).
Here in the midst of the Hulaya River Land, we find
Kurunta putting up a rock monument which uses the
image of a striding god wearing a horned peak cap and
short tunic, and carrying bow and arrow, dagger and lance
- an iconographic repertoire associated with the Hittite
Great Kings. I have argued elsewhere that this
representation of divinity and/or deified king presents a
carefully articulated ambiguity in its iconographic choices
and attempts to endow the king with the visual power of a
divine image, while this powerful imagery became a
shared pictorial rhetoric of kingship in Late Bronze Age
Anatolia (Harmanşah 2014). What is perhaps even more
scandalous about the monument is that the inscription that
accompanies the relief announces Kurunta rather
pretentiously as the “Great King”, which is a title known
to have been exclusive to the kings resident at Hattuša
(Mora 2003; Singer 1996). If the identification of modern
Konya with the Hittite urban centre Ikkuwaniya is correct,
the geopolitics of this new monument dedicated to
Kurunta becomes even more prominent and forceful.
Further west in the same borderland zone, in the
volcanic mountain range and rocky hills south of the
Konya Plain, two further sites of rock reliefs and
Hieroglyphic Luwian monuments are known since their
discovery in the early 20th century: Kızıldağ and Karadağ
(Bittel 1986; Hawkins 1992) (fig. 3.1). Both of these sets
of monuments are carved in prominent rock outcrops on
mountain peaks, and their inscriptions refer to the ruler
Hartapus who, like Kurunta, also presents himself as a
“Great King”. Kızıldağ is a dark-red andesite outcrop,
part of the volcanic geology of the Karadağ range, and
rises stunningly above the now seasonal Hotamış salt-lake
(for figures, see Harmanşah 2015: 3.4; 3.5; 3.6; 3.7). On a
very prominent outcrop on the northwestern slope of
Kızıldağ, overlooking the lake, one finds a major cluster
of monuments and inscriptions. On a throne-like flattened
surface of the rock facing north-northwest, a male figure is
depicted seated on a throne and holding a spear on one
hand and a cup on the other hand. One accompanying
Hieroglyphic Luwian Inscription identifies him as
“Hartapus, Great King”. The two other inscriptions that
were also carved on the same outcrop have been
dynamited in the recent decades, but the most complete
one reads as follows:
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Beloved of the Storm God, the Sun, Great King
Hartapus, son of Mursilis, Great King, Hero, built
this city (Hawkins 2000 I: 438)
On the southwestern edge of the mountain, about 50 m.
south of the Hartapus relief is found an impressive rock
cut installation accompanied with a longer Luwian
inscription of Hartapus. The rock cut installation is
described often as a “throne” also facing the Hotamış Lake
and accessed by a series of elaborately carved rock cut
steps. The hieroglyphic inscription is carved to the
southern side of the installation on a flattened surface, and
reads: ‘The Sun, Great King, Hartapus, Hero, beloved of
the Storm-God, son of Mursilis, Great King, Hero: by the
goodness (of) the celestial Storm-God (and of) every god,
(he) who conquered every country, (and) conquered the
country.’ (Hawkins 2000 I: 438).
Based on epigraphic grounds, David Hawkins has
convincingly argued for a dating of Hartapus’s
inscriptions to the 12th c. BCE immediately after the fall
of the Hittite Empire, especially considering its close
affinity with the Yalburt Yaylası Mountain Spring
Commemorative Monument of Tudhaliya IV and the
Boğazköy Südburg Inscription of the Hieroglyphic
Chamber (Hawkins 2000 I: 434). Although Hartapus
announces himself as the Great King, a title that is usually
reserved for the Hittite Great Kings resident at Hattuša,
Hartapus might be challenging the authority at Hattuša at
this time, similar to Kurunta’s political gesture at Hatip
Springs. What is really intriguing in this inscription is that
Hartapus shares the imperial rhetoric of founding new
cities and carving reliefs and commemorative inscriptions
on the living rock with the Hittite rulers of Hattuša. The
inscriptions of Hartapus from the nearby Karadağ, refers
to the very place as the “divine Great Mountain”therefore it is, I think, safe to assume that the whole
volcanic massif that involves both Karadağ and Kızıldağ,
as well as the Hotamış Lake may have been viewed as a
sacred landscape in the 2nd millennium BCE. With the
discovery of Kurunta’s rock relief and inscription at Hatip
Springs where he claims his “Great Kingship”, Kızıldağ
and Karadağ monuments can now be more meaningfully
linked both to the geopolitics of Hulaya River Land as
borderlands and to the royal rhetoric of kingship at the end
of the Hittite Empire. In the absence of thorough
archaeological work at Kızıldağ and Karadağ (see
Karauğuz, Bahar and Kunt 2002, for a recent survey of the
surface finds at Kızıldağ), there is currently no substantive
evidence that would argue against dating the Kızıldağ and
Karadağ monuments towards the very end of Late Bronze
Age. While the inscriptions are certainly dated to the
transition between the end of the Late Bronze Age and the
beginning of the Early Iron Age, the relief image of
Hartapus sitting on a throne has long been dated on

stylistic grounds to the Middle Iron Age (8th century
BCE). However, those stylistic grounds have been
challenged by many (for a bibliography, see Hawkins
2000 I:434, see also Rojas, Sergueenkova 2014: 145-146).
In close association with the Hulaya River Land and in
the borderlands region between Hatti and Tarhuntašša, the
Land of Pedassa is frequently mentioned in the treaty texts
(Hawkins 1995: 50). Pedassa (sometimes read Pitašša) is
usually identified with the region to the north of the Sultan
Dağları range, therefore corresponding to the subprovinces of Kadınhanı, Sarayönü, and Ilgın, where the
Yalburt Monument is located and perhaps further north all
the way to the Sangarios River valley. At Yalburt Yaylası,
the late Hittite king Tudhaliya IV, a contemporary of
Kurunta, raised a very important commemorative
monument at the mountain spring site, and celebrated his
victories over the Lukka Lands and the surrounding
landscape in southwestern Anatolia (Harmanşah, Johnson,
Durusu-Tanrıöver 2014; Harmanşah, Johnson 2012,
2013). In the following sections, I will come back to this
monument to discuss the specific regional context in
which the Yalburt Monument was built. However it is
important to point out that we must consider its specific
historical circumstances in the very context of this
borderland’s politics.

Divine Road of the Earth: the Geology of Liminality
In the discussion of the borderlands in the Bronze tablet
text and other treaty documents from the last few centuries
of the Hittite Empire, rock monuments are given a special
place in the political configuration of territory. Various
types of rock monuments, which were clearly built at
places of high local significance in the borderland
landscapes, are brought up as politically charged places of
contestation between different territorial entities. This is
evident in the sense that the references to such monuments
often raise issues of inviolability, forbidding particular
political agents to visit such sites. The following section
from the Bronze Tablet’s treaty text is informative in this
sense: “In the direction of Mount Huwatnuwanda, his
frontier is the hallapuwanza, but the hallapuwanza
belongs to the land of the Hulaya River. Up behind the
city of Kusawanta, his frontier is the Stone Monument of
the Dog” (Beckman 1999: 109, Text 18A§5.i.29f).
Similarly, in another treaty between the Great King
Hattušili III and Ulmi-Tešhub of Tarhuntašša (CTH 106BKBo 4.10), the frontier is marked as the “Divine Road of
the Earth” (DINGIR.KAŠKAL.KUR) translated here by
Gary Beckman as “sinkhole” of the city of Arimmatta and
belonging to the land of Pedassa/Pitassa.
In the direction of the border district of the land of
Pitassa, his frontier is the sinkhole of the city of
Arimmatta, but Arimmatta belongs to the land of
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Šuppiluliuma II concerning his father’s deeds and
especially the conquest of Alašiya (KBo 12.38), the divine
rock-hekur, appears to have been built or carved by the
Hittite king, supplied by a commemorative text, while an
image (ALAM) of his father was installed in it (Balza and
Mora 2011: 215). The divine rock-hekur monuments also
appear to be more like religious institutions that comprised
a complex of buildings and a large amount of religious
personnel and paraphernalia (Harmanşah 2015: 43 and
note 14 with bibliography; Balza and Mora 2011: 218). In
contrast, “The Divine Road of the Earth” monuments are
associated with the geological features of springs, natural
tunnels, river gorges or caves as well as sinkholes, those
features that clearly link the circulation of water above and
below the earth. Mimetically built architectonic structures
such as Chamber 2 of the Südburg Sacred Pool Complex
at Hattuša were also understood as a “Divine Road of the
Earth,” thanks to David Hawkins’s ingenious reading of
the hieroglyphic Luwian inscription inscribed on its walls
(Hawkins 1995: 44-45; see also Harmanşah 2015: 58-67).

Pitassa. In the direction of Mount Huwatnuwanta,
his frontier is the hallapuwanza, but the
hallapuwanza belongs to the land of the Hulaya
River. Up behind the city of Kursawanta, [his]
frontier is the Stone Monument of the Dog
(Beckman 1999: 104, Text 18§3.19f).
The meaning of hallapuwanza is unknown, however it is
clear that numerous instances within the treaty documents
point to symbolically charged places as loci of territorial
delineation (see also Van den Hout 1995: 27). From one
generation to the next, the places of power and ritual
practice such as the “Divine Road of the Earth” of the City
of Arimmatta or the Stone Monument of the Dog maintain
their importance in the political-cum-cultic landscape of
the borderlands. Further in the text, the treaty also requires
that the ruler Kurunta should not get close to or go up to
particular monuments, for example the monument referred
to in texts as the “Eternal Rock Sanctuary” and this
monument may have been associated with the funerary
cult of the dead Hittite kings:

The divine rock-hekur and the Divine Road of the
Earth monuments are often located in contested frontier
regions. At the same time, in the geographical and the
multi-tiered cosmic imagination of the world among the
Anatolian communities, these monuments are also
considered liminal spaces, as entrances to the underworld,
and places where ritual communication with the dead
ancestors could be established. While the divine rockhekur institutions memorialized the ancestor cult of the
Hittite kings, the Divine Road of the Earth monuments
were utilized as sites for the signing of inter-polity treaties
(Gordon 1967: 71). In this way, through the watery
orifices of karst geologies, a multiplicity of Hittite
divinities, mountains, springs, and rivers, the Divine Road
itself as well as the deified ancestors served as witnesses
to the signing of such treaties. It is therefore possible to
argue that the rock monuments that appear in the
definition of borderlands are not random and isolated
topographical markers that are always there and that
happen to be used for describing borders. On the contrary,
these were sites that were monumentalized and maintained
by Late Bronze Age political elites, precisely to serve as
powerful colonial claims to borderland territories. The
miraculous and wondrous aspects of these places as
geologically distinct localities of rock outcrops, mountain
peaks, caves, sinkholes, or springs are drawn into the
affective rhetoric of evocative places that formed the
edges of their empires. In the following section, I turn to
the Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Mountain Spring Monument in
the karst uplands of modern Ilgın, which may have served
precisely this function during the last century of the Hittite
Empire.

Concerning the matter of the Eternal Rock
Sanctuary (NA4hekur SAG.UŠ), Marassanta made
an oral appeal to my father, resulting in the ruling:
"Kurunta shall not be found near the Eternal Rock
Sanctuary." My father had a tablet made for
Marassanta, and Marassanta has it in his
possession. My father did not know this, however
- how the text concerning the Eternal Rock
Sanctuary is inscribed within the kuntarra-shrine
of the Stormgod, and how for all time it should not
be permitted for Kurunta to forfeit the Eternal
Rock Sanctuary. But when it happened that my
father heard the text, then my father himself
reversed the decision. And when I, Tudhaliya,
Great King, became King, I sent a man, and he
saw how the text concerning the Eternal Rock
Sanctuary is inscribed within the kuntarra-shrine
of the Storm-god: "For all time it shall not be
permitted for Kurunta to forfeit the Eternal Rock
Sanctuary." If it happens that Marassanta brings
the tablet which he holds, it shall not be accepted
[Beckmann 1996: 111. Text 18§10 (i 91f.)].
The expressions that describe rock monuments are usually
collected under the two titles, “Eternal Rock Sanctuary” or
more accurately the divine rock-hekur (NA4hekur SAG.UŠ)
and
the
“Divine
Road
of
the
Earth”
(DINGIR.KAŠKAL.KUR). The divine rock-hekur
(alternatively spelled as hekur), which is also often
translated as “Everlasting Peak” (cf. Balza and Mora
2011), has been interpreted as a cult or burial place, or a
monument to dead ancestors (“Imperial Mausoleum”) that
was associated with a rocky outcrop and/or mountain
peak, largely based on the textual contexts (Bryce 2002:
182-183; Van den Hout 2002: 74-80). In a text of
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The mountain spring: the political ecology of borders
In the Hittite borderland region of Pedassa, which has
been discussed in some detail above (fig.3.1), an important
sacred spring monument was built in the pastoral
highlands to the northwest of the Konya Plain at the time
of one of the last rulers of the Hittite Empire Tudhaliya IV
(1209-1237 BCE). The architectural and epigraphic
aspects of this monument and its specific geographical
context place this unique monument at the centre of
frontier politics of the of Hatti-Tarhuntašša borderlands.
The Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Mountain Spring monument
is a pool built of locally quarried limestone ashlar blocks
in two courses, and strategically placed on the mouth of a
prominent spring with sweet waters rising at a limestone-

Fig. 3.2. Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Mountain Spring
Monument near modern Ilgın. Photo from the archive
of the Anatolian Civilizations Museum, Ankara.

schist contact in the local geology of the Karadağ-Gâvur
Dağ Massif. This spring marks the boundary today
between the villages of Çobankaya and Büyükoba in the
karst uplands of the modern town of Ilgın and
accompanied by the summer pasture settlement of Yalburt
Yaylası. One of the longest Hieroglyphic Luwian
inscriptions that are known from the Hittite world was
inscribed on the inner face of the upper ashlar course of
the pool (fig.3.2-3.4). In the inscription, which was
distributed over at least 22 blocks, Tudhaliya IV speaks in
a victorious, exalted, and violent tone of the Great Kings,
and commemorates his military victories in the
southeastern part of the Anatolian plateau, specifically the
Lukka Lands (fig. 3.3, Hawkins 1995; Poetto 1993).
Since 2010, I have been directing a diachronic
regional survey project in the territory of the sub-province
of Ilgın, taking the Yalburt Monument as the literal centre
of research objectives and geographical focus (for
preliminary reports, see Harmanşah, Johnson 2012, 2013,
2014). The Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape
Research Project has investigated both the long-term
settlement at Yalburt Yaylası as well as the landscapes in
the close vicinity of the Yalburt monument, systematically
investigating the ecologies of settlement and cultural
history of the environment from antiquity to contemporary
post-industrial
moments
(Johnson,
Harmanşah,
forthcoming). Preliminary results of the Yalburt Yaylası
survey present us the complex dynamics of settlement, and
suggest what kinds of evidence a critical archaeology of
borderlands may offer in understanding the politics of
landscape in the last centuries of the Hittite Empire. The
survey project has particularly focused on the political

Fig. 3.3. Yalburt Yaylası Sacred Mountain Spring Monument near modern Ilgın. Hieroglyphic Luwian Inscription of
Tudhaliya IV. (© Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Research Project).
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Fig. 3.4 Map of Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological site (map by Peri Johnson, ©Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape
Research Project)
tensions and cultural relationships between local histories
of settlement and the imperial interventions that
challenged the course of those histories in the short and
long term.

the Hellenistic Periods (see for example Strabo 14.2.29
and Xenophon, Anabasis 1.2.14-18), and this road leading
from Konya to Afyon and onwards to the west was most
likely used by the Hittite armies on their way to Lycia
(Harmanşah, Johnson 2012: 336). The diachronic regional
survey project combines the field methodologies of
archaeological survey, geomorphological study and
landscape ethnography. Since its inception in 2010, the
project has concentrated in the three hydrologically linked
tectonic basins, the Ilgın Plain, Atlantı Plain, and the
Çavuşçu Lake Basin, as well as the Bulasan river valley
that provides an important corridor of settlement and

The survey area roughly corresponds to the modern
boundaries of Ilgın sub-province (ilçe) of the broader
Konya Province, and falls directly to the west of the
Konya Plain, which itself corresponds to the core of the
Hittite Lower Land (fig. 3.5). The survey area covered by
the Yalburt Project historically connects the core Hittite
territories to the west through the itinerary known as the
“common road” especially during the Late Iron Age and
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Fig. 3.5. Yalburt Yaylası Archaeological Landscape Project Survey region and survey units 2010-2014. (Map by Peri
Johnson).

agriculture between the Ilgın and Atlantı Plains (fig. 3.5).
This landscape connects the two major fortresses of the
Hittite period, Kale Tepesi and Uzun Pınar-Kartal Pınar
complex, which were surveyed and dated by the Yalburt
Project in a recent season, with the Hittite earthen dam of

Köylütolu Yayla to the east of Ilgın Plain and the
mountain-spring monument of Yalburt Yaylası, which sits
to the North of the survey area on the degraded slopes of
the Kara Dağ-Gâvur Dağ mountain.

Chapter 3: Harmanşah. Monuments, local landscapes and the politics of place in a Hittite borderland
The Yalburt Yaylası spring monument was excavated
by the Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations from
1970 to 1975 following its discovery during the digging of
a massive canal for the spring (Temizer 1988; Harmanşah,
Johnson, Durusu-Tanrıöver 2014). It was built on top of
an important spring on the southern slopes of the Kara
Dağ mountain in an area that comes into contact with
impermeable layers of schist. The surface survey work at
the Yalburt Yaylası archaeological site as well as the
excavations carried out by Raci Temizer’s team in the
1970s near the Hittite pool, on top of the Yalburt mound
as well as the Kalkamak ridge to the southeast of the
Hittite pool has shown the relative absence (or scarcity) of
a significant Hittite settlement at the site (fig. 3.3).
Nevertheless, a gradually expanding Late Iron Age,
Hellenistic, Roman and Late Roman settlement around the
spring monument has been documented both
stratigraphically as well as from the surface remains.

note 177. For a similar identification, see also Barjamovic
2010: 371). As discussed earlier, the military road that
connected the Lower Land to the southwestern territories
passed through the Ilgın Plain. The military significance
of the Ilgın plain as a parade and review ground for armies
moving east-west is well known from other episodes in
history. According to Xenophon, on his expedition to
Persia, Cyrus the Younger chose this route and camped for
three days with his army in the plains of ancient Tyriaion
where he had a review of his Greek mercenary soldiers to
impress the Cilician queen (Anabasis 1.2.14-18). A
Hellenistic inscription from the village of Mahmuthisar
within the survey area records the letters of the Pergamene
king Eumenes II to the citizens of Tyriaion, usually
identified with modern Ilgın, and grants economic and
political autonomy and the settlement of military officials
in the city (Jonnes and Ricl 1997). These deep historical
associations with the military puts Tudhaliya’s Yalburt
inscription in an excellent perspective.

Yalburt Pool’s Hieroglyphic Luwian inscription
commemorates the Hittite Great King Tudhaliya IV’s
successful campaign to the southwest, especially to the
lands of Nipira, Kuwakuwaluwanta, Lukka Lands and
Wiyanawanda (Hawkins 1995: 66-85). The inscription
also mentions his construction of “a stone-stand place”
(SCALPRUM.CRUS.LOCUS)
at
a
“frontier”/”borderland”- most likely this expression refers
to the monument itself (Hawkins tentatively interpreted
this as a “socle” in his commentary based on the
cuneiform equivalent of the Luwian expression:
NA4.KI.GUB (Hawkins 1995: 74)). This is one of the best
known commemorative texts from the territories of the
Hittite empire including the capital Hattuša. Upon the first
edition of its text by Poetto (1993) and Hawkins (1995:
66-85), it has shed light on important aspects of historical
geography and political history of the last century of the
Hittite Empire. But why did Tudhaliya IV decide to build
such an important monument of his military prowess in
the midst of this upland frontier region, and how does this
imperial intervention relate to the long term history of the
local settlement landscapes in this area? Over the last three
years, the Yalburt Project has come up with a series of
answers by simply looking at the incredibly rich
archaeological landscape around the monument.

However, perhaps more significantly the results of
extensive and intensive survey in the survey area points to
a major Hittite imperial intervention into the region in the
form of a rigorous programme of irrigation, agricultural
intensification and new settlement in the last centuries of
the Empire, and a complex process of landscape
negotiation between local communities and the Hittite
colonial intervention (Harmanşah, Johnson 2012 and
2013). Yalburt Project has documented a massive Hittite
dam to the East of Ilgın Plain, known in the scholarly
literature as Köylütolu Yayla, where another
commemorative inscription dated to the time of Tudhaliya
IV was discovered in the 19th century (Masson 1980). The
Project also documented a large fortress site, locally
known as Kale Tepesi, located at the critical pass between
the Ilgın plain and the Bulasan river valley and only a few
kilometres from Köylütolu Dam. The fortress features
well-preserved ashlar masonry walls of the fortress that
have close technological affinities with the Yalburt
monument (Harmanşah, Johnson 2012: figs. 3-4).
Moreover, a series of new lowland settlements were
attested in the Ilgın and Atlantı Plains, dated by their
surface finds to the very end of the Hittite Empire. The
region of Ilgın, then, presents us a complex picture of a
borderland landscape, where the Hittite imperial
interventions not only included the construction of
commemorative monuments but also an anxious interest in
agricultural intensification and renewed settlement with
close cultural ties to the imperial centre. A more nuanced
understanding of this borderland region however must also
take into consideration the various strategies of resistance
by local communities in the making of this frontier.

First and foremost, the preliminary results of the
Yalburt Survey’s 2010-2014 seasons suggest that the
environs of Yalburt Yaylası were a deeply contested
borderlands zone, where the Land of Hatti linked to the
politically powerful polities of western Anatolia. The
country known as Pedassa in the Hittite texts was selfgoverning political entity for most of the history of the
empire and is known to have caused trouble to Hittite
kings prior to Tudhaliya IV (Hawkins has identified Mt.
Huwatnuwanda with Sultan Mountains, while the region
of Ilgın was considered to have been included in Pedassa
(at least the southern portion of it). See Hawkins 1995: 51,
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Conclusions
Recent work on textual documents from the reign of
Tudhaliya IV has shown that large scale efforts were put
into the documentation and organization of local cults
across the Hittite Empire in the second half of the 13th
century BCE if not earlier (See Hazenbos 2003 for a
detailed study of the Hittite cult inventories. See
Cammarosano 2012, for a questioning of the dating of
these inventories exclusively to the reign of Tudhaliya
IV). This wide scale inventorying of small cult places,
temples, sanctuaries, huwaši stones and other cult
installations in the cities and the countryside of the empire
points to an ambitious programme and desire to survey
and control cult activities at the time of Tudhaliya IV, as it
is by now the well-known from the so-called cult
inventories. The Yalburt Project’s archaeological survey
of a wide region in the vicinity of the Yalburt Yaylası
Sacred Spring Monument suggests that Tudhaliya IV’s
interest in documenting or organizing local cult places in
the countryside and the borderlands of his empire may in
fact be part of a much more substantial intervention into
the economic and cultural life of places and local
communities. The king seems to have commissioned the
construction of a spring sanctuary with a monumental
water reservoir at Yalburt Yaylası and supplied it with a
lengthy commemorative inscription celebrating his
victories in southwestern Anatolia. This gesture can be
understood in fact as a form of co-opting and
monumentalizing the so-called “Divine Road of the Earth”
sites, and linking them to the broader geo-politics of his
imperial network in the Central Anatolian Plateau.
Moreover, this appropriation of a regional cult practice
into the much more global Hittite religion that supported
and maintained the imperial ideology went hand in hand
with an intervention into the agricultural production and

settlement system, through the construction of new town
foundations to serve as administrative centres and the
introduction of new water regimes.
In this paper, then, I advocated to look at borderland
regions in antiquity from the perspective of places of
cultural significance, and suggested that borderlands are
configured not along linear, preconceived landscape
features as is often assumed, but mostly around places and
nodes of power, which were literally and metaphorically
“roughly hewn”. The rough-hewn nature of places
emphasizes the continuous reworking of places as live and
active rather than static and conservative. At places of
power, such as the rock and spring monuments of the
Hittites that were raised in the Hulaya River Land-Pedassa
region, tensions exist between local communities and the
imperial powers who are interested in appropriating these
local places of power to configure the edges of their
imperial territories. Methodologically, a critical
archaeology of place and place-making that would trace
the genealogy of such locations and their cultural
biography then is perhaps most effective in studying
borderlands.
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